
CEDAR FENCES…..a fence set apart 
 
SPECIFICATIONS: Our standard 6’ fences have Western Cedar, 1”x6” pickets, (3) 2”x4”x8’ treated 
pine rails, and 4”x4”x8’ treated pine posts. Posts are set approx. 8’ apart. All posts are set approx. 24”-
30” deep in concrete.  
 
8’ tall fences use (3) rails and 4”x4”x10’ posts. Each post is set approx. 7’ apart.  
 
Gates are double posted for extra strength. We use (2 - 3) 8” hinges depending upon gate size.  
 
NOTE: Pickets are generally set 1”-2” off the ground unless otherwise specified by customer. Ground 
levels vary, therefore, spacing off the ground will vary.  
 
LIFE EXPECTANCY: Cedar is an excellent outdoor wood. In most conditions our fences last 18-20 
years. Fences in wet areas will have a shorter life expectancy. These estimates are for unfinished fences. 
Treating/sealing/staining your fence can add life and beauty to your fence.  
 
APPEARANCE: Cedar is a great choice for pickets. Its light brown tone gives it warmth and variety in 
color. It is a stable wood that has little tendency to warp. Cedar weathers well and has a natural 
resistance to rot and insects. Like most woods, if left unprotected in the outdoors, it will eventually turn 
grey over time. #1 Pickets will have tight knots, but should lack knot holes. Cedar pickets will shrink as 
they dry out. A standard amount of shrinking of 1/4” should be expected.  
 
UPGRADING YOUR FENCE: The most important part of any fence is the posts. Most wood posts 
may last 12-18 years depending on soil conditions. The smartest and longest lasting choice is steel posts 
(at an additional cost). Some other options are listed below and can be seen in some of our attached 
photos/drawings.  
Baseboard: 2”x6” treated pine board along the bottom of the fence. Used to protect the pickets and 
add height to your fence.  
Cap & Trim: 2”x6” Cedar board placed on top of the fence for added beauty and appearance. A piece 
of 1”x2” cedar trim is placed underneath the cap to go over the face of the pickets to create a more 
finished look.  
Trim: a piece of 1”x4” cedar is placed on the top face of the pickets then a piece of 1”x2” cedar trim is 
placed on top of that to create the appearance of a layered trim look.  
Steel Posts: .095 steel posts add the peace of mind that your posts will not warp and the superior 
construction methods will provide you with a fence that will last.  
 
Other fence construction methods are available to add character and beauty to your fence. Please ask 
us about ways to improve your fence and create a “one of a kind look” just for you!  
 

“a fence to you, a reputation to us” 
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